
ELIZARDI CASTRO PERFORMANCE RIDER 

All Questions Contact Mike Oquendo - 773-895-8978 or mike@mikeoquendo.com  

Made in Puerto Rico - 100 Minutes in Length 

 

1. Artist needs a stage to perform on. Stage should be a minimum of 8 ft. wide and 6ft. long and 1 ft. 

high. For a professional look, when show is not in theater we recommend the total rear of the stage 

length should be pipe and draped. Audience needs to have totally unobstructed view of Artist. No 

Alcohol or Tobacco signage on stage is allowed ever.  

2. Stage must have a general wash of lighting, very basic.  Please keep in mind that comedians are very 

visual in nature: facial expressions, hand motions, etc. are a major part of artistic expression.  

3. Artist travels with his own Shure Mic System and Countryman face mic which should be plugged into a 

professional sound system, a tech should be provided by Purchaser who will deliver a clear audio 

reproduction without distortion to all members of the audience. Sound system to have one monitor and 

a sound input for an IPAD.  One adjustable straight mic stand with a round base to used only as a prop 

by Artist 

4. Basic chair to be placed on stage with 2 bottles of room temperature bottled water.  

5. Purchaser will supply a private dressing room near the stage.  Purchaser to place in dressing room for 

exclusive use of Artist the following: 4 bottled water and 2 clean white towels. No Alcoholic Beverages 

or Guests Allowed Backstage prior to the show 

6. Artist requires an introduction, house emcee is fine, however artist will not perform if profanity is 

used by emcee. NO EXCEPTIONS 

7. Audience must be seated at all times and there shall not be any space separating the stage from the 

audience. Every effort will be made to seat the audience as closely together as possible and fill up as 

much of the area close to the stage and surrounding the stage. THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT!!! 

 8. Artist will not perform while: A. Dinner is being served or while people are going through a buffet line 

B. While tables and plates are being cleared. 

 9. The event planner should not schedule an intermission more than 15 minutes long, the Artists 

prefers to go without intermission whenever possible. 

10. Events which are family oriented must maintain strict control of the children in attendance to keep 

from distracting the rest of the audience.  

11. Purchaser will provide a table for Artist merchandise post show along with an area for meet and 

greet, meet and greet will be managed by Artist representative. 
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